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Abstract

Continuous monitoring of changes to utility services and products in a distributed information system is an interesting issue in software engineering. Evolution of Software moved from functions, to modules, to objects, to components and now to services. There exist a high probability that eventually most software capabilities will be delivered and consumed as services. Change is an inevitable basic operation of software evolution. Changing services makes available useful information on the quality of services provided. But we realise that a change can propagate and this can be resolved by further additional changes. These additional changes creates inconsistencies, which require further changes until no propagation is left. We regard a propagating change as a ripple effect on service provisioning. This research paper therefore present a framework together with two impact analysis models to support change automation in a utility service provisioning grid environment. As an inclusion for background information, we discuss change impact analysis, measurement and maintenance that form the basis for this framework.
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1. Introduction

Economy grid architectures are identified as providing fluctuating resources, hence applications that should run in such environments must account for occurable changes. These fluctuating resources range from processing elements, storage and network resulting from interconnection of parallel machines, clusters or even workstations. Amongst other properties of these resources are their changing characteristics during application execution [1]. Constructing individual, isolated and dynamic applications that can operate in a distributed environment where resources must be shared, offers a greater challenge. Design issues of diversity, adaptation, data locality, process locality and control locality must be of paramount interest [2].

Changing services makes available useful information on the quality of services provided. Change Impact Analysis (CIA) shows what impact or effect a change to a service or service provider will have on the system. It determines the scope of the change and provides a measure of the service’s complexity. It can be used during service maintenance to keep the system at a high level of quality, avoiding degradation of the system or during development to ensure that quality of the system is maintained throughout the development process.

Computing systems’ evolution (hardware and software) can be traced to changes in the original requirements, different hardware platform adoption and efficiency improvement. Maintenance management approaches indicate different possible changes during the maintenance process and this is seen as an indication of evolutionary changes. As a result of the complexity involve, error probability becomes high and some of these errors could result into undeterministic consequences such as loss of life, money, time and damage to the environment. This makes system evolution management an important phase in system development and maintenance. Hence, a maintainer faces the challenge of how to respond rapidly, correctly and efficiently to change. This is because the maintainer in most cases is not directly involve in the system development, as responding to change requires system understanding and change
identification before performing the change [3]. The use of formal methods is crucial as it enhances system understanding to the point of unfolding undetected propagating changes [4].

A combination of distributed object computing, component based computing and web-based concepts into what is now known as Service Oriented Architectures has emerged as an approach for developing dynamic and heterogenous service provisioning environments. This technology evolution, combine with this web revolution, poses new challenges in the context of service provisioning. With the massive diffusion of the internet as a distributed environment for service provisioning, people’s interaction with computers has dramatically change. People relate not to their own computer but rather to their point of presence within the service provisioning environment [5, 6, 7].

Service related software applications play important roles in human lives, therefore, products that affect people’s lives must have quality attributes. Good quality software is required and in order to determine the quality of software, we need methods to measure it. A key point to emphasis is that the quality of a service product may change over time and web service related applications are no exception. In the early days of computing, software costs represented a small percentage of the overall cost of a computer-based system. Hence, a sizeable error in estimates of software cost had relatively little impact. But, today software is the most expensive element in many computer-based systems. Therefore steps taken to reduce the cost of software can make the difference between the profit and loss of a company. So by determining the quality attributes of software, more precise, predictable and repeatable control over the software development process and product will be achieved [8].

2. Background Information

Since software capabilities are being delivered and consumed as services, to improve the quality of software during development, we need models of the development process and within the process we need to select and deploy specific methods and approaches and employ proper tools and technologies. We need measures of the characteristics and quality parameters of the software development process and its stages. We need metrics and quality models to help ensure that the development process is under control to meet the quality objective of the product. Data and measurements are the most basic prerequisites for the improvement and maturity of any scientific or engineering discipline. Yet, in the discipline of software engineering, this area is perhaps one that has many critical problems and one that needs concerted effort for improvement.

The use of measurements, metrics and models in software development assumes the availability of good data. In fact, the poor quality of data is a large obstacle in quality improvement. To enhance data accuracy, a good tracking system for the entire development process must be in place and the system must address the data validation issue. Measurements for software projects, therefore, should be well thought out before being used. Metrics that are arbitrarily established could be harmful to the quality improvement effort of a company and there are numerous examples of this in industry. Each metric used should be subjected to an examination of the basic principles of measurement scale, the operational definition, validity and reliability issues should be well thought out [9].

As software industry is rapidly moving towards maturity, resources have shifted from being devoted to developing new software systems to making modifications to evolving software systems: software maintenance [10]. A major problem for developers in a changing environment is that small changes can propagate through software to cause major unintended impacts elsewhere. Therefore, software developers need mechanisms to understand how a change to a software system will impact the rest of the system. This process is called CIA. Making software changes without understanding their effects can obviously leads to unreliable software products. CIA can be used to reduce the amount of maintenance required and thereby increasing the reliability of the software, since fewer errors would have been introduced.

An impact is the effect or impression of one thing on another. Impact can be thought of as the consequence of a change. Impact Analysis (IA) is used to determine the scope of a change request as the basis for accurate resource planning and scheduling and to conform to cost/benefit justification. CIA estimates what would be impacted during service provisioning and related documentation, if proposed service change (sometimes due to a fault or maintenance) is made [11, 12]. CIA information can be used for planning changes, making changes and tracing through the effects of changes. Research into CIA has been concerned mostly with procedural software: function-based programs not serviced-based. SOA is all about services that are found in the real world. CIA is the task through which service providers can assess the extent that a change to a single service will have on the rest of the services. It determines the scope of a change and provides a measure of the service’s complexity [13]. CIA can be achieved by directly finding out the challenges encountered by consumers while receiving services from their clients – service providers.
3. Grid and Agent

The core unifying concept that underlies Grids and Agents systems is that of a service. A service is an entity that provides a capability to a client through a well-defined message exchange [14] or a service is a vehicle by which consumer’s need is satisfied according to a negotiated contract, which includes service level agreement and the function offered. In 3rd Generation Grids, all entities are services since service interactions are achieved through web service mechanisms. Although, while every agent is considered a service, not all grid services are necessarily agents. Therefore, the autonomous action notion is a function of how agents and grids interoperate.

The main objective of Grids is that of resource sharing and coordinated problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [15]. Grid therefore provides an infrastructure for federated resource sharing across trust domains. Grid primary concern has been the mechanism by which communities form and operate. Thus, grid effort is devoted to how community standards are represented via explicit policy and enforcement and how actions and commitments by community members are specified, monitored and enforced through implementation.

Agents are autonomous identifiable problem solving entities with well-defined boundaries and interfaces. They are situated in a particular environment, designed to fulfill a specific role and capable of exhibiting a flexible problem solving behaviour in pursuit of their design objectives. They need to be both reactive (reacting to changes in their environment on time) and proactive (taking initiatives) [16]. Agent and Grid systems consist of dynamic and stateful services. Since it is possible for new services to be created and destroyed over the system lifetime, the underlying service model for agents and grids is dynamic [17].

4. Change Propagation Framework

Changes are endemnic to software artefacts and the services provided by these artefacts. When a change is effected in a particular service connected to grid, it is often difficult to determine the propagation of this service changes. We therefore present a change propagation framework shown in Figure 1 to support change automation in any grid engineering methodology.

**Figure 1.** Generic Change Propagation Framework

The Service Detector Engine (SDE) contains all consumer made available set of grid services (s1, s2, . . ., sn) under utilization. SDE liaises with Business Service Bus (BSB), a concept developed by Component Based Development and Integration (CBDI) [8] and incorporated into our framework to form Service Architecture (SA) responsible for providing bridge between the implementation and the consuming application, creating a logical view of a set of services, which are available for use and invoke by a common interface and management architecture. The Activity Checker (AC) is responsible for the specification of the constraints that a well-formed service design should satisfy in order to check whether the application’s design is in conformance to the main host design. Violation of the rules governing the activity checker will trigger a constraint violation event from the Constraint Activator (CA) to be returned to the Change Propagation Mechanism (CPM). This informs the Service Repairer (SR) of a triggered event calling for a way of fixing the violated constraint by performing actions, which change the application’s design and keeps record of the ripple effect. The mechanism Validator (V) is responsible for checking the consistency of the change to the design (through the AC), which can result in further actions.

There are three major architectural perspectives for SOA namely: Application Architecture, Service Architecture and Component Architecture and our framework has these incorporated into it. The architecture has two perspective views: Consumer and Provider. The salient aspect of the architecture is that the consumer of a service should not be interested in implementation detail of a service, but the service provided. This is because the implementation architecture could vary from provider to provider, but still deliver the same service. Additionally, the provider should not be interested in the application that the service is consumed in, because new unforeseen application will reuse the same set of services. The consumer’s main interest is in the
There is the need therefore, for a service provisioning key between the provider and the consumer is service architecture in the form of generic framework, that will services as first order deliverables. The communication sequencing rules including pre and post conditions. Basic application inorder to be able to set any both need to understand certain information about the component architecture and the service architecture, but not on the application architecture. Again, they both need to understand certain information about the basic application inorder to be able to set any sequencing rules including pre and post conditions.

SOA provides the need to be able to manage services as first order deliverables. The communication key between the provider and the consumer is service. There is the need therefore, for a service provisioning architecture in the form of generic framework, that will ensure that services are not reduced to the status of interfaces, but have an identity of their own and can be managed individually and in sets. BSB as shown in our framework is incorporated to meet this requirement by providing a logical view of the available services for any business domain. BSB answers such questions as what services do I need?, what services are available to me?, what alternative services are available?, what services will operate together and what services are connected to me [19]. Our framework is generic because it can be applied to a general service provisioning engineering methodologies to enhance monitoring change propagation. The most important component of the framework is the Change Propagation Mechanism (CPM), which is represented and implemented within the service provisioning architecture and the component architecture. CPM detects any change service due to the triggering effect generated and validated. CPM notifies the SR of the ripple effect for immediate action of fixing the service.

5. Framework Implication

Maintenance has been recognized as the most costly phase in the software life cycle [20]. Since software has been consumed as services, service maintenance effort has been estimated to be frequently more than 50% of the total life cycle cost [21]. This work has the potential to improve service provisioning to customers, thereby cutting cost during service delivery. Using change propagation framework will help to achieve the following:

- Understand the nature of the services needed by a consumer.
- Estimate the effort devoted to a project.
- Determine the quality of service.
- Predict the maintainability of service with respect to the derived benefits.
- Validate best practices for service providers in a frequent changing requirement community.
- Provide optimal maintenance solutions.

By identifying potential impacts before making a change, the risks associated with embarking on a costly change can be reduced, because the cost of unexpected problems generally increases with the lateness of their discovery. The more a particular change causes other changes, the higher the cost. Carrying out CIA will allow an assessment of the cost of the change and help management to choose between alternative changes. It will also allow managers and engineers to evaluate the appropriateness of a proposed modification. If a proposed change has the possibility of impacting large, disjoint sections of a service, the change will need to be re-examined to determine whether a safer change is possible [22].

Maintenance is costly, difficult and is not always clear what the impact of any type of change to service will have across the whole services. CIA shows the maintainer what the effect of any change will be on the system. This proposed generic framework offers the potential to improve the stability and efficiency of SOA and cut the cost of maintenance.

6. Change Impact Analysis Factor Adaptation Model (CIAFAM)

When a change of service is considered in a system, it is worthy to identify system components that may be impacted after such a change. This would enhance the system to keep running perfectly after a change implementation. A system absorbs a change easily if the impacted components is of a small number. One effective method to account for changes in services is to perform CIA and our framework is accessed by the impact model described. Our main concern is pivoted on how the system reacts to changes that lead to propagation.

For a given change K in a service P, we can describe a set of impacted services as a boolean expression. The Impact Analysis Factor (IAF) for such hypothetical change can be given by [20, 22]:

\[
\text{IAF}(K,P) = A^*(\neg \rho) + A
\]

Where *, +, ~ denotes the usual boolean operators: conjunction, disjunction and negation respectively. K = a given change, P = a given service, A = there is an association between K and P, \(\rho = K\) is derived from the change service, \(A = \) there is an occurrence of aggregation link between K and P and IAF = Impact Analysis Factor.

This expression implies that a service in association (A) with K and not derived (\(\neg \rho\)) from the change service K or a service that is in aggregation link (A) with K is impacted. It is important to state that this
impact model only predicts, which services would be impacted if a change was really made. If a service is really impacted, it means there is the propensity of propagation in which case the IAF becomes 1. We concentrate on changes that have a synthetic impact, therefore, appropriate measures are based on impact that are dependent on the static nature of the provisioning system. This implies that impacts have a likelihood of propagation [20, 21].

7. Fault and Failure Assumption Model.

Depending on the architectural level, time phased and other specific service parameters, SOA failure modes may change. In modern SOA, common failures are due to unavailable infrastructure, client crash, service failure, server crash, session failure and component failure. Therefore, a generic failure $F_k$ is define as:

$$F_k = f (al, tp, \text{ss}_p)$$

Where;

- $al$ = the architectural level of the faulty components
- $tp$ = the time phase during which the fault occur
- $\text{ss}_p$ = the set of specific service parameters identifying the state of the particular service involved in the failure.

If each failure $F_k$ is identified, the system failure modes can be represented as:

$$F = F_1 | F_2 | \ldots | F_n = \sum_{k=0}^{k=n} F_k$$

Meaning that the system fails if at least one of the identified failure occurs. Our failure is recorded as a boolean value (0,1) with respect to $tp$. Increasing redundancy degree may lead to increase in possible sources of failure resulting to a potential decrease in dependability [3]. To understand the impact of redundancy, dependability and interoperability on our framework, the failure model is necessary. Our fault assumption is based on a fail-silent assumption where either a service is actively operating or does not answer at all. This assumption is justified on the basis of our CIAFAM whose IAF is a boolean (0,1). When the value is 1, it indicates a fault (requiring change), but when the value is 0, it is in its active state.

To analyze the error type that a faulty service may induce in a grid environment, we formulate the concept of failure that will enhance change prediction as:

$$F = f (al, tp, t_m, i, d)$$

where $al$ and $tp$ are as previously defined and $\text{ss}_p = t_m, i, d$

where $t_m$ = time (in months) when a fault is detected

$i = \{0 \leq x \leq 6; 6 \geq y \leq 12\}$ months

$d$ = the descriptor of the faulty session

8. Conclusion

Impact analysis needs to be adapted to the type of systems that becomes increasingly common today, such as grid-based applications and publish-subscribed systems. The fact that repositories can be shared amongst several distinct systems introduces interoperability dependencies that impact analysis strategies especially tailored for these technologies must automate the effect of changes in a service provisioning environment. The research paper has therefore, provided a framework and two models that can effectively assist maintainers for a proactive approach to service maintenance during service provisioning.
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